IHSA Group Interpretation Cast Plot Sheet

School: ______________________________________

Prelim: A   B   (Circle one)

Performance Name: ______________________________

Time of Performance: a.m.   p.m.

Directions:

To aid State Final judges in associating names and faces with performances in the selection of the All-State Group Interpretation Cast members, each school qualifying a Group Interpretation performance for the State Final is requested to complete this form, showing the position of all readers as they are when they announce their names to the judges (per example at right), and have five copies ready for distribution, one to each State Final judge, at the beginning of its Group Interpretation performance at the State Final.

EXAMPLE:

Key:
#1   Mary Smith
#2   John Jones
#3   Jane Brown
#4   John Doe
#5   Sam Green
#6   Sally Black

Draw in and list performers from Stage Right

Key:

#1  
#2  
#3  
#4  
#5  
#6  
#7  
#8  
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14

If there are more than 14 performers please list them on the back of the sheet.